Explainable Deep Learning for Construction Site Safety by unknown




















Class Safe Unsafe Total
Train 1867 525 2,392
Val 429 172 601














Vgg16 0.90 0.87 0.87
ResNet	18 0.89 0.86 0.87
ResNet	50 0.98 0.88 0.91
InceptionV3 0.97 0.91 0.83

























• Worker on the scaffold is classified safe when
hardhat and safety belt is present.
• Model Classify the below worker as safe based
on the safety equipment's and surrounding
which in this case is above the ground.
• The visualization from LRP method shows the
region contribute the most in the classification.
The red represents pixels that are positively
related to the class, focuses on the hardhat,
safety belt and the surrounding (portion of the
scaffold) whereas the blue represents pixels




• Model Classify the below worker as
unsafe based on the safety
equipment's and surrounding
• Absence of hardhat when worker is on
the ground classifies it as unsafe
• Model looks for the body of the worker
4)	Unsafe	on	Scaffold(only	hardhat)
• Model Classify the below worker as unsafe based on
the safety equipment's and surrounding.
• Model classify the worker as Unsafe due to the
absence of the safety belt.
• The visualization from LRP method shows the
model focuses on the surrounding which shows the
worker is on scaffold and the hardhat present with
the worker, as safety belt is not present it is unsafe
Hardhat
5)	Unsafe	on	Scaffold
• Model Classify the below worker as unsafe based
on the safety equipment's and surrounding.
• Absence of hardhat and safety belt when worker
is on the scaffold.
• LRP method shows the focus of model is on
surrounding (region of scaffold) and the worker.
Comparing	different	Analysis	Method	
0.637
Thank	You
